Slides for Dante's Vacation from Dante's Inferno illustrated by Gustave Doré.

Thanks are extended to:
Svetlana Zylin and The Ritz Cafe Theatre
Albert Gedraitis
The Windhorse Society
The G.C.S.U.
Peter Gibson
Janet Laing
Jasmin Iusi
Steve Devine and
Jocelyn Erskine-Kellie.

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO USE THE BAR DURING THE PERFORMANCE. THE MORE YOU DRINK THE BETTER WE LOOK.

"EWW YOU WOOK SO WOVELY!!"

"AND IT'S NOT BECAUSE OF YOUR GOOD LOOKS I DON'T JUDGE COVERS BY THEIR BOOKS."
THE ORAL STAGE

1- Shadow (of the Monster Creature), written by Albert Gedraitis
2- Spider.
3- Sinister Plates.
4- Rex Morgan M.D. (dedicated to Angela Zehr)
5- Stand-Up Speciman.
6- Dante's Vacation.
7- Razor Burn.
8- Jung Drivers of Canada
9- Survival Game, written by Rob Steves
10- Escape From Adcatraz, based on a true story.
11- Highschool was a nightmare, based on another true story.
12- Shadow Reprise

Script by divine inspiration using the psuedonym of MIKE & JOHN ERSKINE-KELLIE, except Sinister Plates written by GREG FREIR and M & J Erskine-Kellie.

Some Direction by a strong breeze and roller skates as worn by CLIFF GATCHELL and SVETLANA ZYLIN.

Original Music by DAVID QUINTON and the crucifix phallus syndrome band.

Lights by God through STEVE DEVINE.

Live Drums beaten by JAMES ANDREWS and James Andrews beaten by society.

Sound as heard by DAVID PRENTICE.

The Slides were taken by cameras owned by FRANK IUSI (Shadow) and PETER WATSON (Dante). They are Projected by ANDREW BREARTON.

Engineering conductor; ROB STEVES.

House and Door guarded by GEORGE DAVIS, JOHN COUILLARD, PATTI MACDONALD and ANGELA ZEHR.

Masks by FREUD

Shadow illustration by PAULA FRANCO.

Performed by MIKE & JOHN ERSKINE-KELLIE

With, GREG FREIR and special guest PAULA DEJESUS as the lovely assistant.